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Introduction

The student staff members who work in Admissions are a special breed. They typically 
have great enthusiasm for your institution, are excited to meet new people and can 
communicate well with campus visitors. However, these competencies often need to be 
nurtured and brought to the surface.

This Student Admissions Staff Training Tools Binder is designed to help you share how-
to strategies and training information with them in order to develop their skills, confidence 
and campus know-how. Inside you’ll find Talking Points for each of the training PowerPoint 
slides (available for digital download, see page 1) to help the information come alive in 
interactive, meaningful ways. You’ll also find ready-made, engaging, reproducible resources 
to use in your training efforts including infographics, handouts, case studies and worksheets.

Inside, you’ll find information on the following 10 topics…
1. Creating Meaningful Connections with Campus Visitors
2. Working Positively with Parents and Families
3. Providing Excellent Customer Service During Campus Visits
4. Role Modeling as an Institutional Representative
5. Employing an Inclusive Approach
6. Working Well with Various Populations
7. Giving Competent, Confident Campus Tours
8. Using Effective Communication Strategies
9. Handling Difficult Questions, Situations and People
10. Juggling Multiple Responsibilities

All the best as you work with these special students to create positive campus visitor 
experiences!
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When visitors step foot on campus, they’ll likely spend a good deal 
of their time with you. Here are some ways to create a welcome that 
is warm and genuine…

Use Names. Ask visitors to wear nametags and then address them 
by name. Most people feel valued when you use their name — and 
welcomed. That’s what you’re going for, right?

Encourage Questions. Invite visitors to ask questions and then 
repeat them for the whole group to hear so everyone can benefit. And 
don’t ever let on if you think, “Oh, that same old question again!” Just 
because you’ve heard the answer a hundred times doesn’t mean that 
they have.

Make Time. Once a tour is over, be sure to make time for follow-up 
questions and conversation. Chances are that some people will prefer 
asking things one-on-one rather than in a large group setting. 

Be Inclusive. Don’t just direct your tour to the vocal visitors; see what 
others are hoping to learn, too, so that everyone is included in the 
process. And use inclusive language and examples, too.

Help Them Be in the Know. We all like to be “in the know” and you 
can do this for visitors by sharing school traditions, language and 
history. Knowing more about our school can help them feel like they’re 
part of the community, rather than “just a visitor.” And that might lead to 
them deciding to attend our institution!

Listen, Don’t Just Talk. Yes, your role is to share campus information. 
Yet, it’s also important to listen to your visitors. No group is ever the 
same — and you’ll never know this if you don’t stop to listen.

Offer Genuine Thanks
Campus visitors took time out of their busy lives to visit our school so 
saying something specific like, “Thanks for taking the time to see what 
our campus is all about” can mean more than just, “Thanks for visiting.”

A Warm Welcome

Creating a Warm Welcome
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Connecting to a campus is a great feeling: things click, students can picture themselves 
there, families support that decision… However, before any of that can happen, you need to 
connect with visitors so they can see for themselves what wonders our campus holds!

When folks arrive on campus, there will be those moments before a tour or an event begins 
when it’s time to make contact. You can do this by…

A Warm Welcome

Making Connections

Ask about the 5K event advertised on their sweatshirt. Look at their 
high school jacket and say something like, “I like your school’s 
mascot. Our mascot is the Hungry Hippo.” Or note the debate team 
bag someone is carrying by asking, “Oh, how long have you been 
participating in that?”

Offering  
Identifying  

Info

Asking  
Them About 

Their Trip 

Learning  
About Their 

Interests

Finding  
Out How They 
Heard About 
Our School

Commenting  
on Something 
You Observe

Since you want visitors to feel comfortable with you, let them know 
your name and then repeat it a few times, along with other identifying 
info: “Hi, I’m Luisa. I’m a junior living on campus and I’m an economics 
major. I’m from Durham, North Carolina. Again, my name is Luisa and 
I welcome any questions you have during your visit today.”

Where did they travel from and how did it go? Chances are, you may know 
something about that route or the area where they live — perhaps you have family or 
friends who live that way or you’ve attended an event out there. Make the connection 
in whatever way you can, even if it means saying, “Oh, I’m not sure where that is — 
can you show me on the map? I’d like to learn more about where you’re from.”

Let visitors know what’s typically included on a standard campus tour 
and then ask them if they have particular sites they’re interested in 
seeing. Take an informal survey of your group and then see if you can 
work in those additional highlights. If not, be sure to point them out so 
visitors can explore once the tour is over.

This provides an opportunity to engage in open-ended conversation. They might 
have heard about the reputation of our business program, seen our volleyball team 
at the playoffs or had a family member who was an alum. Whatever the case, asking 
this question might provide fun ways to spark a conversation that could last the 
duration of your tour. SAMPLE
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Be prepared to provide directions in a variety of formats, to meet visitors’ 
different learning needs. They may include the following…

The Map Attack. For visual learners who like having a campus 
map in their hands. 

You can... Learn to read a map upside down so you can point 
the way while visitors look at the map right-side-up. Point out 
shortcuts on the map rather than just verbalizing them. 

The Landmark Looker. For those who prefer having actual 
landmarks to guide them. 

You can... Choose campus landmarks that are easy for visitors 
to identify and common community landmarks to help direct 
visitors around town, too. Then, practice visualizing landmarks 
to direct someone on or off campus. 

The Weathervane Approach. For people who identify with the 
NorthSouthEastAndWest view. 

You can... Determine which way is north on campus and 
in town so you have your bearings when asked to provide 
directions. Use a map at first and then test yourself without it. 

The Feet Factor. For visitors who best decipher directions offered 
in feet, yards and miles. 

You can... Pick a distance on campus that you know well 
as your standard. This will help you be most accurate when 
providing directions in this way.

When giving a crowd general estimates of how long it’ll take to get somewhere, it’s probably 
safest to use time as an indicator (i.e., “It’s about 10 minutes by foot.”).

A Warm Welcome

Giving Directions
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Students often come for campus visits with their support team in tow, made up 
of parents and/or other family members. Working positively with these important 
visitors involves care, patience, understanding and welcoming them into the campus 
community, as well as their student.

Keep one key factor in mind as you work with parents and families: they want what’s 
best for their student. Looking at their words and actions through this filter can help 
you connect while assuring them that you want the very same.

Working Positively with Parents and Families

They Want What’s Best

“I Want What’s Best 
for My Student, So...”

I may need some  
reassurance that I’m 

doing right by my student

I may act a bit insistent 
if I don’t feel like I’m getting 

clear answers

I may get emotional at 
times, because this is a 
big change for our family

I may want to pull you 
aside to get my questions 

answered one-on-one

I may get so caught up in 
information-gathering that 
I unintentionally interruptSAMPLE
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The following scenarios show 
how you can tune in to visitors’ 
needs and go the extra mile…

Providing Excellent Customer Service During  
Campus Visits

Customer Service in Action

What You Can Do
What are some other ways you and your fellow 
staffers can provide visitors with a very positive 
campus experience?
If you see that a younger sibling seems bored during 
a campus visit…
                          
                        
If a parent is having a hard time keeping up with the 
physical aspects of a campus tour…
                          
                        
If a prospective student asks questions about campus 
events and social opportunities…
                          
                          

Name 5 other ways you 
can be a good customer 
service representative 
of our institution:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

It was a hot spring day and Carlos was 
giving Shannon a tour. She looked pale 
and seemed out of breath. As Carlos 
passed a campus snack bar, he purchased 
a water for Shannon. They sat down for a 
few minutes and continued their tour inside.

Omar was nervous about transferring to a 
new institution and possibly losing credits. 
His tour guide indicated that the campus 
had resources to help him make a smooth 
transition. She then walked Omar to the 
transfer coordinator’s office to answer his 
questions.

While giving a tour, Kiesha realized a 
prospective student on her tour was very 
interested in volleyball. While touring the 
athletic facility, Kiesha stopped by the 
volleyball office to see if the coach was 
available to speak with the visitor first-hand.
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Positive role modeling 
means living your life with 

integrity and intention.

Role Modeling as an Institutional Representative

Positive Role Modeling

With Fellow 
Admissions Staff… 
Never make their lives  
more difficult by breaking 
policies, setting them up 
to be the “bad guy” or  
putting them in a  
negative situation.

In Person… Act  
and speak respectfully. 
Don’t use obscenities 
or derogatory terms, 
be inclusive and never 
engage in questionable 
behavior that breaks 
policies. When You’re 

Off-Campus… 
You’re still a 
student admissions 
staffer, whether 
you’re at a party or 
dancing at a club.

On Social Media…  
Never post anything 
harassing or 
inappropriate on 
any social media  
platform. Keep your  
profiles positive.

During Tours…  
Be respectfully 
engaged with 
visitors, 
don’t bash other 
schools and 
address situations 
appropriately.

Role 
Modeling

RESPONSIBILITIES

“Every little 
action of the 
common day 
make or unmakes 
character.”

– Oscar Wilde
SAMPLE
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The National Guard Member
Roger is a 28-year-old member of the National Guard. As such, he is 
required to serve one weekend per month and two weeks per year. 
When visiting campus to determine if he’d like to apply, Roger asks you 
if professors are flexible with the needs of military-involved students. 

Working Well with Various Populations

Case Studies

 how would you answer him??

What might you do??
             
             

Making It Work
Dylan is 22 years old and the primary caregiver for his 2-year-old son. He currently 
works in an auto parts store, and is looking to get a college degree so 
he can improve his job prospects, both for himself and his son.
Dylan comes to campus for a visit to see if he can realistically make 
everything work. You can see that he is juggling a lot and want to help 
him figure out how college can fit into the mix. 

What might you do??
             
             

Unanswered Questions?
Daniella is an English language learner from Ecuador who has been living in the 
U.S. for five years. She would be the first one in her family to go to college. 
At times during your campus tour, she and her older sister, who is 
accompanying her, speak in Spanish together. You wonder if they have 
unanswered questions at those times and want to be helpful, yet you 
also don’t want to call them out in any uncomfortable way. 

             
             

SAMPLE
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Being a Good Listener

Using Effective Communication Strategies

L i s t e n
s i l e n t

Make Eye Contact. 
Look folks in the eye as 
you’re listening to show 
them that you’re focusing 
and connecting with what 
they’re saying.

Reflect Back. 
To show that you’re 
listening, reflect what 
the person said: “So, 
it sounds like you’re 
considering majors 
in business and 
communications.”

Don’t Interrupt. 
Listen fully without 

anticipating what 
you’ll say next. As a 

result, you’ll be much 
less likely to interrupt.

Avoid Distractions. 
When you’re listening to 

someone, try not to let 
your eyes stray to your 
phone, other people or 

every sound. That person 
should feel like your 

primary focus.

Here are some other 
    listening strategies...

Did you know that the words LISTEN 
and SILENT contain the same letters?

That’s a good reminder to stop, be quiet 
and really listen when communicating 
with someone.

SAMPLE
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An effective way to handle complaints is to think about WHY people complain in the 
first place. This can help you better understand where they’re coming from.

Their reasoning might be…

Why Do People Complain?

Handling Difficult Questions, Situations and People

Typically, there’s something below the surface  
that causes people to act the way they do.

THEY’RE 
WANTING TO 
BE HEARD

 
The possibility of  

their student going  
away to school  
frightens them  

a bit

They’re under great stress

They’ve been given 
the runaround by other 
campus departments

What other reasons might there be for someone complaining 
during their campus visit?

            
            
            
            
            

SAMPLE
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PowerPoint 
Presentation 

Talking Points & 
Training Guidance 

Full PowerPoint Presentations are provided digitally via a password-
protected website (see page 1 for download information). They will be in the 
same order as these Talking Point pages, to make training easy and ready 
to go! And, if a Talking Point references a reproducible resource from the 
first part of this binder, a page number will be provided for easy reference.SAMPLE
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Talking Points:
 è As you and your staff discuss what you’d like to be 
known for during campus visits, this could be a time to 
come up with a group mission statement or “staff rules” 
list. Developing this together, while also embracing 
your departmental mission, could help student staff feel 
more committed to it — because they helped create it!

 è The “Being Courteous” worksheet on page 25 gives 
students an opportunity to focus on courtesy and add 
their two cents. In this day and age, courteous behavior 
sometimes falls by the wayside, so emphasizing it as a 
key part of the student staff role is important.

 è Might you have any recent visitor evaluations to review 
with your student staff? Hearing the perspectives of 
actual visitors could be more impactful than simply 
talking about the topic.

A 7-Word 
Mission
If you and your staff 
had to come up with 
7 words that you’d 
like to be known 
for, what might they 
include?

1.              

2.              

3.              

4.              

5.              

6.              

7.              

Providing Excellent Customer Service During  
Campus Visits

How to Create a Positive Visitor Experience
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Talking Points:
 è Discuss what a community of respect looks like to the 
members of your group. You may even want to draw a 
large tree on a whiteboard or newsprint and then have 
student staff use sticky notes to add their thoughts.

 è You can also use the “In a Community of Respect” 
infographic on page 26 to supplement the conversation.

 è Consider asking participants to share some examples 
of how being non-inclusive could communicate a 
potentially hostile environment to a campus visitor. 
For instance, talking about “the dreaded Freshman 15” 
weight gain could communicate to someone struggling 
with a body image disorder that appearance is a primary 
concern on your campus. Talk about alternative ways 
to be more inclusive when talking about these types of 
topics.

Why it’s 
important
Why is being 
inclusive so 
important? How does 
it go beyond “political 
correctness”? 
By posing these 
questions and more 
to your staff, you’re 
helping them come 
up with the answers, 
rather than just telling 
them to be inclusive!

Employing an Inclusive Approach

Creating an Inclusive, Respectful Environment 

SAMPLE
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Talking Points:
 è While you can talk through some “What if?” scenarios 
with your student staff, you can never prepare for every 
single happening. Instead, you can work with them on 
problem-solving skills and help them learn to make 
solid decisions.

 è The “At the Ready” worksheet on page 27 can help 
students prepare for questions that campus visitors may 
toss their way.

 è Go over emergency procedures with your student staff 
so they know how to go on automatic pilot should 
something occur. For instance, if a visitor gets hurt on 
tour, who should they call for assistance? What should 
they do about the rest of the group? How should they 
handle medical personnel? And what type of paperwork 
do they need to do after the situation is handled?

On Tour, 
Where Can  
You Find…

 ● Benches?
 ● Water fountains?
 ● ATMs?
 ● A lactation station 

for nursing 
mothers?

 ● Restrooms?

Giving Competent, Confident Campus Tours

How to Prepare for Anything
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Talking Points:
 è When discussing potential conflicts, a key point 
to emphasize is that student staff should never put 
themselves in dangerous or questionable situations. If 
they’re ever feeling unsafe or threatened, they should 
remove themselves immediately and get assistance. You 
can talk about the specifics of how this could play out 
within your campus system.

 è Consider using the “Dealing Well with Conflict” 
infographic on page 28 to talk through strategies 
that can work. You may want to ask your group to 
brainstorm first to see how many of these ideas they can 
come up with on their own — as well as new ones, too!

De-escalating 
Situations
How can student staff 
de-escalate situations 
before they turn into 
full-blown conflicts? 
The “De-escalation 
Techniques” 
infographic on page 
30 can give students 
some workable ideas 
to incorporate into 
their professional 
repertoire

Handling Difficult Questions, Situations and People

How to Effectively Deal with Conflict

SAMPLE




